Commutability between stabilized materials and fresh human serum to improve laboratory performance.
With the recent advances in laboratory technology, many quality-related problems have been improved. However, the issue of commutability, a factor that greatly affects daily decisions concerning patient status, still remains to be solved. This paper determines the commutability between 27 stabilized materials (controls and calibrators) and clinical specimens for five serum quantities, using carrier-bound reagent chemistry and conventional wet methods. Our aim was to pinpoint the specific problems related to non-commutable calibrators and controls in our setting, and minimize their effect in daily practice. We found major difficulties in selecting appropriate accuracy controls in carrier-bound reagent techniques, and in finding materials commutable for several analytes simultaneously. Several suggestions for reducing problems related to non-commutability, such as procedures for assigning values to multicalibrators, are proposed. We explain the apparent incongruencies observed in daily quality surveillance, when data from different control materials (internal quality control and external quality assessment) are evaluated. The conclusions emphasize the need for a combined effort (manufacturers, organizers of external quality assessment schemes and individual laboratories) to find the cause of, and eliminate, the negative repercussions on laboratory performance produced by non-commutability.